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The in onsisten y between the rigid rotator and bound state models at an arbitrary number of

olors, the rigid

rotator  soft rotator dilemma, and some other problems of baryon spe tros opy are dis ussed in the framework
of the
are

hiral soliton approa h (CSA). Consequen es of the

onsidered and the

1=N

omparison of CSA results with simple quark models

expansion for the ee tive strange antiquark mass is presented, as it follows from

the CSA. Strong dependen e of the ee tive strange antiquark mass on the SU

(3) multiplet is required to t
100 MeV, is

the CSA predi tions. The dieren e between good and bad diquark masses, whi h is about

in reasonable agreement with other estimates. Multibaryons (hypernu lei) with strangeness are des ribed and
some states of interest are also predi ted within the CSA.

PACS: 12.39.D , 14.20.- , 14.65.-q, 14.20.Pt

1. INTRODUCTION

relativisti

many-body problem. In a true relativisti

theory, the number of
In spite of (or possibly due to) re ent dramati
events with the (non)observation of narrow pentaquark
states,

the

studies of

baryon spe tra (nonstrange,

strange, and with heavy avors) preserve their relevan e for a

elerator physi s.

uplet, and

ertain resonan es)

ould help to a hieve

progress in understanding the stru ture of hadrons.
In the absen e of the

omplete theory of strong in-

tera tions, there are dierent approa hes and models
of hadron stru ture; ea h has some advantages and
ertain drawba ks.

Interpretation of hadron spe tra

in terms of quark models is widely a
models are the most su

epted; quark

essful tool for the

lassi-

ation and interpretation (R. Jae) of hadron spe tra. These models are so widely a
probably

epted be ause they

qq

ondition, but should be obtained by means of solving
relevant relativisti

equations (and the quark

onne-

ment should be obtained in this way as well).

A dis overy of baryon

states besides well-established ones (e.g., o tet, de-

onstituents (e.g., additional

pairs) and their weight should not be xed as a starting

In view of this global unresolved problem, alternative approa hes are of interest. In parti ular, the

hiral

soliton approa h (CSA) based on few prin iples represented by the model Lagrangian, has
tages. Baryons and baryoni

systems are

ertain advanonsidered on

equal footing (the look from outside). The CSA has
many features of a true theory, but still it is a model:
some phenomenologi al elements are also ne essarily
present in the CSA. Results obtained within the CSA
mimi

some features of baryon spe tra within quark

models due to the Gell-MannOkubo relations for the
masses of baryons within

orrespond to our intuitive ideas of how a

ertain

SU (3) multiplet.

bigger obje ta baryon, for example, an be made of
smaller ones, quarks. However, our intuition, based on
the ma ros opi

experien e, may be totally misleading

2. FEATURES OF THE CSA

in the world of elementary parti les.
Quark models are to a large extent phenomenologi-

The CSA is based on fundamental prin iples and in-

al be ause there are no regular methods of solving the

gredients in orporated in the trun ated ee tive
* E-mail: kopelioinr.ru
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where l =  UU is the hiral derivative, U 2 SU (2)
or 2 SU (3) is a unitary matrix depending on hiral elds, m is the pion mass, F is the pion de ay
onstant taken from experiment, [:; :℄ denotes a ommutator, e is the only parameter of the model that
Leff =

denes the weight of the antisymmetri
Lagrangian of the 4th order in
1)

(orbital), and

K

hara teristi s of

(kaoni

òîì
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or strange), and some other

hiral solitons that impli itly

ontain

information about the intera tion between baryons and
are ne essary to perform the quantization pro edure,
i.e., to obtain the spe trum of baryon states with denite quantum numbers.

3. SKYRMION QUANTIZATION AND THE
SPECTRUM OF BARYONS

term in the
The observed spe trum of states is obtained by

hiral derivatives (the
an be de-

means of a quantization pro edure and depends on

du ed from the underlying QCD Lagrangian [1℄, with

quantum numbers of baryons and the above-mentioned

Skyrme term)

.

Ee tive Lagrangian (1)

innitely many terms appearing this way. The terms

properties of

of higher orders in

inertia, the

l are not shown in (1).

der term is taken into a
lations, and it does not
tiskyrmions

The 6th-or-

ount in a number of

al u-

hange the properties of mul-

onsiderably. The mass term proportional

2 2
to F m hanges the asymptoti behavior of the prole
f and the stru ture of multiskyrmions at large baryon
number B . In the SU (2) ase,
U = os f + i(n   ) sin f;
where the unit ve tor
and
les

, and



are the Pauli matri es.

Three pro-

S3.

The soliton is a
a topologi al

onguration of

hiral elds having

su

1
22

where

I [(f; ; )=(x; y; z )℄ is the Ja

obian of the oordi-

how many times
formed over
sphere

S3

R3 .

S 3 is

B

shows

overed when integration is per-

We re all that surfa e of the unit

number

sin2 f sin df d d = 22 :

Minimization of the

Ml

lassi al mass fun tional

les

ff; ; g, and the stati

onguration mass, and

al ulating binding energies of

gurations, the moments of inertia
1)
are

In some papers, the



lassi al

on-

(isotopi al),

J

onstant F and even the mass m

existing data.

ommon way to

obtain the spe trum of baryons is to pla e an estab-

SU (2)

lassi al

hedgehog for the

onguration (e.g., the so

B = 1 skyrmion) in

alled

the upper left

SU (3) matrix of hiral elds and to quanSU (3) zero modes orresponding to rotations in
the SU (3) onguration spa e [5℄. The following mass
orner of the

tize the

formula is valid in this rigid rotator model:

K (p; q; IR )
+
2K
J (J + 1)
+
+ ÆM(p;q) (Y; I );
2

M (p; q; Y; I; J ) = M l +

(5)

where the four terms in the right-hand side are respe tively proportional to
the number of

N

, 1,

N 1 , and 1, where N

is

olors in the underlined QCD. This for-

mula is in fa t an expansion in powers of

1=N

. There,

K (p; q; IR ) = C2 (SU 3) IR (IR + 1) N 2 B 2 =12;
C2 (SU 3) = (p2 + q2 + pq)=3 + p + q;

p and q

are the numbers of upper and lower indi es in

the spinor des ribing the

SU (3) multiplet, Y , I , and J

are respe tively the hyper harge, isospin, and spin of
the quantized state,
and

IR = J

IR

is the so

alled right isospin,

is the value of spin of the

B=1

state.

Somewhat of a paradox is the fa t that the total splitting of the entire multiplet is proportional to

onsidered to be parameters, although they are xed by the

The mass splittings

Su h an approa h is useful, however, in investi-

gating some global properties of

dierent quantization models

have been developed. Probably, most

(4)

for ea h value of the baryon number provides three proallows

A . 20 [4℄.
SU (3) ase,

In the

equals

Z

ase, the

so- alled symmetry energy of nu lei with the atomi

sin2 f sin I [(f; ; )=(x; y; z )℄ d3 r; (3)

nate transformation. Therefore, the quantity

SU (2)

some properties of light nu lei [3℄, and the

harge identied with the baryon number

Z

In the

essfull in des ribing the properties of nu leons, the

-isobar,

as proposed by T. H. R. Skryme near 50 years ago:

B=

ongurations, the moments of

( ), et .

rigid rotator model (RRM) [2℄ is most ee tive and

lished
depends on two fun tions

ff; ; g(x; y; z ) parameterize a unit ve tor on the

3-sphere

B

n

(2)

lassi al

-term

ÆM

LM  m~ 2K

hiral soliton models and multi-

skyrmions.

886
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are due to the term

sin2 
2

(6)
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Y

10

+ (uudds)

0

3

=3=2 (uussd)
10g, J = 1=2

f

2 20

f

Y

0

27g, J

2 (uuusd)
I3

3=2 (uussd)
1 (usssd)
= 3=2; 1=2

N >

0

diagrams

(Y

multiplets of pentaquark baryons,

=

0

i.e.,

S

+ 1)

for

should be extended within long lines, as shown in the
ontent is given for manifestly ex-

states denoted by full

ir les ( omponents with the

maximal value of I3 ), when N

in the Lagrangian, where

=3

 is the angle of rotation into
m
~ 2K = FK2 m2K =F2 m2 in-

the strange dire tion and
ludes the
ay

SU (3)-symmetry violation in the avor de-

onstants.

For the a

= S + 1.

Few states

3;

they are mostly states with the maximal pos0

(Y 0 ; I )

CS (N )
[p; q℄ = [1; (N 1)=2℄

CS (N = 3)

(1; 1=2)

2(N + 4)=[(N + 3)(N + 7)℄

7=30

(0; 0)
(0; 1)

3=(N + 7)
(3N + 13)=[(N + 3)(N + 7)℄

9=30
11=30

( 1; 1=2)

4=(N + 7)
[p; q℄ = [3; (N 3)=2℄

12=30

(1; 3=2)

2(N + 4)=[(N + 1)(N + 9)℄

7=24

(0; 1)

(3N + 7)=[(N + 1)(N + 9)℄

8=24

( 1; 1=2) (4N + 6)=[(N + 1)(N + 9)℄

( 2; 3)

9=24

( 2; 0)

(5N + 29)=[(N + 1)(N + 9)℄
5=(N + 9)
[p; q℄ = [0; (N + 3)=2℄

10=24

(2; 0)
(1; 1=2)
(0; 1)
( 1; 3=2)
( 2; 2)

3=(N + 9)
(4N + 9)=[(N + 3)(N + 9)℄
(5N + 9)=[(N + 3)(N + 9)℄
(6N + 9)=[(N + 3)(N + 9)℄
(7N + 9)=[(N + 3)(N + 9)℄

( 1; 5=2) (4N + 22)=[(N + 1)(N + 9)℄

the antide-

[p; q ℄ = [0; (N + 3)=2℄, the f27g-plet
with [p; q ℄ = [2; (N + 1)=2℄, and the f35g-plet with
[p; q ℄ = [4; (N 1)=2℄. For N > 3, these diagrams
oti

0

( 1; 3=2) (4N + 18)=[(N + 3)(N + 7)℄

uplet with

pi ture. The quark

, for unmixed states, Y

sible value of isospin at a xed Y

2+ 2++ 2+++ (uuuus)

The I3 Y

=N

(marked by an asterisk) are shown that appear only if

5=2 (uuuud)
2 (uuusd)
I3
)

(
uuss
d
3=2
1 (usssd)
1=2 ?(ssssd)
 f35g, J = 5=2; 3=2
Fig. 1.

ontent of the o tet, de-

uplet, and antide uplet of baryons at an arbitrary
N

I

Strangeness

Table 1.

1+ 1++ (uuuds)

6=24
7=24
8=24
9=24

epted values of the model

parameters, numeri al values of some important

har-

B = 1 skyrmion are  6 GeV 1
the -term, the moments of inertia
1 , and K  23 GeV 1 . All mo-

a teristi s of the

p + 2q = N + 3.

proportional to

states indi ates the isospin of the state, e.g.,





56

GeV

ments of inertia and
of

olors,

/N

2 = j27; S = 1; I = 2i;

baryons are shown in

[p; q℄ = [1; (N 1)=2℄ for the
2)
o tet , [p; q ℄ = [3; (N
3)=2℄ for the de uplet, and
p + 2q = N . For exoti multiplets3) shown in Fig. 1,
We re all that

(3) multiplet in inverted ommas
refer to the ase of arbitrary
3, without iverted ommas 
to the ase
= 3.
3)
This parti ular hoi e of [
℄ values is a tually a result of
onvention for a largegeneralization of the model. For this
hoi e, the upper states within ea h
(3) multiplet at arbitrary
oin ide with those at
= 3 (see Fig. 1).

where

S

is

strangeness

N

p; q

SU

N

N

strangeness

of

1 2
CS =
sin 
2

>

N

the

1 = j27; S = 3; I = 1i;

an be

state.

The



B

(7)

al ulated exa tly with the help of wave fun -

tions in the
number of

887

the

ontent



2) The notations of the SU

N

The lower index in the notation for

=3=2 = j10; S = 2; I = 3=2i;

are proportional to the number

.

The multiplets of exoti

Fig. 1.

:::

SU (3) onguration spa
olors N [6, 7℄.

e, for an arbitrary
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Strangeness

Table 2.

ontent for unmixed states of the 

baryons, for an arbitrary N

=N

and numeri ally for N
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f27g-plet (spin = 3 2) and the  f35g-plet ( = 5 2) of

= 3.

J

=

J

As in Table 1, some states that exist only for N

=

>

3 (with

the maximal isospin) are marked with an asterisk

(Y 0 ; I )

CS (N )
[p; q℄ = [2; (N + 1)=2℄

CS (N = 3)

(2; 1)

(3N + 23)=[(N + 5)(N + 11)℄

32=112

(4N 2 + 65N=2 3=2)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄
(4N + 24)=[(N + 5)(N + 11)℄

(1; 3=2)
(1; 1=2)
(0; 2)
(0; 1)
(0; 0)

( 1; 5=2)
( 1; 3=2)
( 1; 1=2)

( 2; 3)

(5N 2 + 39N 26)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄
(5N 2 + 33N + 8)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄
5=(N + 11)

(2; 2)
(1; 5=2)
(1; 3=2)

(0; 3)
(0; 2)
(0; 1)

( 1; 7=2)
( 1; 3=2)
( 1; 1=2)

( 2; 4)
( 2; 1)
( 2; 0)

( 3; 9=2)
( 3; 1=2)

N

N

CS

taken from Ref. [7℄

CS 

at an arbitrary
4)

are presented

arbitrary N

, approximately,

ase of a nu leon, the strangeness
was rst presented in Ref. [8℄.

34=96
21=96
36=96
26=96
38=96
31=96
40=96
36=96
42=96
41=96
2 + jS j
:
N

(8)

The Gell-MannOkubo formula holds in the form

CS = A(p; q) Y
ontent at an

ti

ple [7℄,

888



B (p; q) Y 2 =4

I2



+ C (p; q); (9)

A(p; q), B (p; q), and C (p; q) depend on the parular SU (3) multiplet. For the o tet, for exam-

where
4) In the

46=112

(3N + 25)=[(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
2
(4N + 85N=3 79)=[(N 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
(4N + 24)=[(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
(5N 2 + 104N=3 133)=[(N 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
(5N 2 + 74N=3 67)=[(N 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
(5N + 23)=[(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
(6N 2 + 41N 187)=[(N 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
(6N 2 + 21N 55)=[(N 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
(6N + 22)=[(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
(7N 2 + 142N=3 241)=[(N 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
(7N 2 + 52N=3 43)=[(N 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
7=(N + 13)
(8N 2 + 161N=3 295)=[(N 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)℄
(8N 31=3)=[(N 1)(N + 13)℄

in Tables 1 and 2.
At large

40=112
43=112

(7N 2 + 52N 75)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄
(7N + 2)=[(N + 1)(N + 11)℄
[p; q℄ = [4; (N 1)=2℄

Some examples of the values of
olors

34=112
38=112
5=14

(6N 2 + 91N=2 101=2)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄
(6N 2 + 38N 8)=[(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)℄
(6N + 7=2)=[(N + 1)(N + 11)℄

( 2; 1)

number of

33=112
36=112
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N +2
;
(N + 3)(N + 7)
2
B ( f8g ) =
;
(N + 3)(N + 7)
3
C ( f8g ) =
:
N +7

ÆMN = 2m
~ 2K

A( f8g ) =

ÆM = m
 2K

(10)

ÆM = m
 2K
ÆM = m
~ 2K

For the de uplet,

N +2
;
(N + 1)(N + 9)
2
;
B ( f10g ) =
(N + 1)(N + 9)
3
C ( f10g ) =
;
N +9
A( f10g ) =

and

for

the

I = (1

antide uplet,

S )=2

where

the

ÆM = m
 2K
relation

the nu leon and 

1=N

worse for higher multiplets, the 

9=N

states

N = 3, the

onne ted by

the

are. For multiplets su h as the o tet



 m~ 2K A(p; q)  3B (p; q)=2 :

!S )

where avor (

 m~ 2K =N

an be regarded as the

ss pairs.

ontribu-

The ee tive strange quark

1=N

expansion follow from

SU (2)

skyrmion.

S

The

is then

(13)
s

= 1+

ontribution to the mass pro-

ex itation ener-

m
 2K
M02

2

The expansion of

2

0
N



(18)

written above does not work well

even for strangeness, but it is very useful for
son of the BSM and RRM.

889

(17)

 1 + 2mMK2 = 1 + 8 m KN 2K ;

N
m
2 N
!S + !S =

+ K 2;
4K 4K 8K M0
2
2
M0 = N =16 K  N 0 ;   N 0  1:

(14)

If we make expansion in the RRM for the o tet of

!S )

and antiavor (

(16)

 2K
N ( 1) m

;
8K
N
N
m
2
N ( + 1)

+ K ;
!S =
8K
4K
N

N = 3.

m
 2K ,

ontributions to the mass

!S =

is too large, about 0.60.7 GeV, if extrapolated to

portional to

omponents. We note that for

gies are

luded in the lowest order of the perturbation theory.

baryons, we obtain the

0

(15 )

M = M l + !S + !S + jS j!S + MHF S ;

This is valid if the avor symmetry breaking is in-

meff
s

5

N

mass formula for the states with strangeness

with the ee tive strange quark mass

,



In the bound-state model (BSM) [9℄, the antikaon

and the de uplet, the CSA mimi s the quark model

N

N



6
;::: ;
N

45
;
N

1

or the kaon is bound by the

relation

in terms of strange quark/antiquark masses should be

At large

4

N

given by

per harge (strangeness). Interpretation of these results

meff
s



(15)

4. THE BOUND-STATE MODEL OF
SKYRMION QUANTIZATION

reveals a linear dependen e on the hy-

done with great

3

Eq. (15) immediately (see Se . 6).

, and it be omes

expansion does not work.
hain of

N

masses estimates and their
(12)

f27g-plet, the  f35g-

plet, et . Apparently, for real world with

Any



, these

expansion, and

tion of the sea of

for the o tet. For the de uplet and antide u-

I = C 0  Y=2

3

N



equidistantly for all four

, then the parameter is

plet, the expansion parameter is

1=N





6
;
N

21
;
N

17
;
N

28
;
N

oin ide in the leading and next-to-leading orders of the

3
N
;
A( f10g ) + B ( f10g ) =
2
(N + 3)(N + 9)
5N + 9
:
C ( f10g ) 2B ( f10 g) =
(N + 3)(N + 9)
7=N

ÆM = 2m
~ 2K

(11)

possible to obtain the relations

1=N

N

1

and for de uplet,

holds for ea h isomultiplet, it was

If we try to expand in



:::

ompari-

V. B. Kopeliovi h
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The hyperne splitting (HFS)
on the hyperne splitting

I and spin J of the state,
IS = jS j=2 is given by [9℄

and

, the isospin

S )IS (IS +1)

;

(20)

In this approximation,

S

N

tot ( f8g ; RRM) = m
~ 2K

N
N



4
;
N

16
;
N

15
;::: ;
N

33
:
N

2



2



3



3

N

(23)

In the BSM, mass splittings are bigger than in the
RRM.
It follows already from this

omparison that the

RRM used for predi tion of pentaquarks [10℄ is dierent

The approximate equalities shown in the right-hand

m2K



tot ( f8g ; BSM) = m
~ 2K

tot ( f10g ; RRM) = m
~ 2K

 m2

S = 2  ( 1)  1 8  2 K :
 K
N
sides are valid when the expansion in

ompare the total splitting of the

tot ( f10 g; BSM) = m
~ 2K

(19)


 m2
( 1)  1 4  2 K ;
2K
N

135, âûï. 5, 2009

o tet and de uplet in the BSM and in the RRM:

and the strange isospin

J (J + 1)
+
MHF S =
2
( 1)[J (J +1) I (I +1)℄+(S
+ S
2
S =1

It is instru tive to

orre tion depending

onstants

òîì

from the BSM model used in [11℄

is possible.

 2S , as mentioned in the

literature. It is a point of prin iple that baryon states

5)

to disavow the

+ .

For antiavor (positive strangeness or beauty, or
negative

harm), the

hanges

!S

! !S and

S

should be made in Eqs. (16) and (19). It is

! S

ru ially

in the BSM are labeled by their strangeness (avor),

important that the hyperne splitting onstants are dif-

spin, and isospin, but do not apriori belong to a de-

ferent for the antiavor; they

nite

of the

SU (3) multiplet (p; q). They
dierent SU (3) multiplets, indeed.

an be a mixture of

hange

a detailed evaluation in Ref. [7℄):

For avor (negative strangeness or beauty, positive
harm), the HFS
we

orre tion disappears if




( + 1) 
2K
2K
 1  + 4 Nm
+ O(m4K );
2
K

S = 1 + 2  ( + 1) 
 K
2K

4
 1 + 2  24 Nm
2 + O(mK );
K

m
 K = 0, and

S

an rewrite the mass formula for avored states as

M (I; J; S )  M l +


It is

2+jS j

N
J (J + 1) m
2
+
+ K
4K
2
N



2
[J (J +1) I (I +1)+IS (IS +1)℄ :
N

(21)

lear from this expression that the energy is

minimal when the strange isospin is maximal, i.e.,

IS = S=2. For the de uplet isospin I = (3 + S )=2
and IS (IS + 1)
I (I + 1) = 5(3 + 2S )=4, therefore,
equidistant lo ation of the de uplet

omponents is re-

produ ed.
ontributions depending on

ÆMN = 2m
~ 2K

; ÆM = m
~ 2K



m2K :

3
N

1
3+
;
ÆM = m
~ 2K
N
N


4
ÆM = m
~ 2K
4
;
N
N
ÆM = 2m
~ 2K  ÆMN ;
N

15
5
:
ÆM = m
~ 2K
N
N

N



3
N



=1

and even an approximate equality of the type

(24)

S

 2S

does not hold for positive strangeness.
As a result, the mass formula for antiavored states
be omes

N (1 + S ) J (J + 1)
M (I; J; S > 0)  M l +
+
+
4K
2
1
[I (I + 1) J (J + 1) + 3IS (IS + 1)℄ +
+
2K 
m
2
2
+ K 2 + jS j + [J (J + 1) I (I + 1)
N
N

In this way, for the o tet and the de uplet, we
obtain the

an be obtained by means

 !  in the above formulas (see, e.g.,

;



7IS (IS + 1)℄ :

(22)
5)

(25)

Intense dis ussion of the CSA predi tions validity for exoti

baryon states was initiated in Ref. [12℄. However, the expli it differen e between the RRM and BSM in the next-to-leading terms
in the

1

=N

expansion of

ontributions

here, was not established in Ref. [12℄.

890

  2K , whi h is dis ussed
m
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For antiavor (positive strangeness, et .), the term

and again, as for the o tet and the de uplet,

proportional to

siderable dieren e is observed between the RRM and

small

m2K :

1=K

in Eq. (25) is large even for

BSM results.
The addition to the BSM result of a term allowed

1
J (J + 1)
+

= 0) =
2
2K
 [ J (J + 1) + I (I + 1) + 3IS (IS + 1)℄ :

S (m
MHF
S K

This

by the normal ordering ambiguity for the operators of

180)

(anti)strangeness produ tion present in BSM (see dis-

(

ussion of this point in Ref. [6℄),

ontribution to the position of the baryon mass

MBSM

agrees with the result of the RRM.
The

on-

S = +1 -hyperons is espe ially
+0 2  f10g , we have J = 1=2, I = 0,

RRM

ase of exoti

interesting. For
and





3
2N +3 3
+
+m
 2K
M0 ;J =1=2 = M l +
4K 8
N
+
For 1 2 f27g, we have J = 3=2, I = 1, and

3
2N +1 15
+
+m
 2K
M1 ;J =3=2 = M l +
4K 8
N
+
For 0 2 f35g, J = 5=2 and I = 2, and the

9
:
N2

= 6m
 2K 2 (2 + jS j);
N

(28)

brings the RRM and BSM results into agreement, for
nonexoti

S = +1

as well as exoti

states.

But this

pro edure does not look quite satisfa tory: if we believe in the RRM, why should we need the BSM at all?
Anyway, the RRM and BSM in their a

epted form are

dierent models.



7
:
N2

The rotationvibration approa h [13℄ attempts to
unify the RRM and BSM in some way, with
been

onrmed with a somewhat higher energy and a

onsiderable width

ontribu-

+ having

(   50 MeV)7) .

tion to the mass is

2N 1 35
+
+
M2 ;J =5=2 = M l +
4K
8
+m
 2K
The terms proportional to



3
N

1=K

5. THE ROLE OF CONFIGURATION MIXING
Conguration mixing due to the term proportional



5
:
N2

(26)

agree with those

f27gf35g-plets (the terms proportional to K (p; q; J ) in

obtained in the RRM for the antide uplet, the
and

the RRM mass formula). This means that, indeed, we
an interprete these positive-strangeness states as belonging to denite
and the

f27g- and

pansion of

 made above is possible.

We also

m
 2K

SU (3) multipletsthe antide uplet
f35g-plets6), at least when the ex-

ompare the

ontributions proportional to

with the mass splitting

=m
 2K
ÆMRRM
0 ;J =1=2

ÆMRRM
=m
 2K
1 ;J =3=2
ÆMRRM
2 ;J =5=2
6) Obtaining other

=m
2

K

orre tion from the RRM:







3
N



27
;
N2
25
;
N2

3
N

23
;
N2

(27)

state from the de u-

plet of baryons is mixed with the

03=2

states be omes larger: the mass of

3=2 de

state from the

f27g-plet, and as a result, the splitting between these

the mass of

03=2 in

reases, and

reases (Fig. 2). Similar mixing o -

urs for other baryon states that have equal values of
strangeness and isospin but belong to dierent

SU (3)

multiplets.
For the antide uplet, the mixing slightly de reases
the total splitting and pushes the

N

toward higher energy. Mixing with
o tet is important. An apparent

and



states

omponents of the

ontradi tion with the

ases involving an ambiguity, the priority is

given to the RRM (see, e.g., [13, Se t. 3 and 4℄). The HFS
re tion in [13℄ has the form dierent from ours.

A

or-

ording to

Eq. (3.21) in [13℄, it is



M

S

= 1 2 + [ S ( +1)+(1
=

the last term being

BSM is an unresolved problem, however. Evaluations performed
For exam-

ple, the strange isospin, whi h is unique for the states with the

= 1, is un ertain for the omponents of exoti
multiplets dierent from the
= 1 states [7℄.
S

3=2

7) The RRMBSM alternative is not properly resolved in the

omponents of these multiplets within the

strangeness S

in the Lagrangian is important [14℄ be-

ause, for example, the

literature. In some



in the literature are not su ient for this purpose.

m2K sin2 

simplest assumption of the equality of masses of strange



3
N

to

J J

S

) ( +1)+ S ( S 1) 4℄
I I

=

;

ompletely dierent from ours in Eq. (19). In

view of this, the authors of [13℄ stated: The

omparison with the

RR approximation suggests that these quarti

terms

ontribute

9 8K to the mass of the = 1 baryons. A ording to our BSM
formulas, we have (S

S ) S ( S + 1) 2 jm
 2K =0 = 9 8K in
=

S

I

I

=

agreement with the RRM, and there is no need to

BSM formulas by hand.
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is not possible to uniquely as ribe the quantized states

 
1700 

to denite irredu ible representations of




=

N

did in Se . 4. It is a

mF

a linear-in-

SU (3), as we

hallenging problem to obtain su h

behavior of the avored state energies

within the rigid (RRM) or soft (SRM) rotator model.


N

+
1500 

+

1300
10g mix f10g no-mix

f

Fig. 2.

òîì

Inuen e of the






100

MeV
f10g mix f10g no-mix

Probably, the strong
o

ur in this

onguration mixing that should

ase would be able to redu e the quadrati

dependen e on

mF

(or linear in

) and to

a linear dependen e. Numeri al

onvert it to

al ulations with the

onguration mixing program arranged by H. Walliser
and used in [15℄

onrm this point, but an analyti

proof is desirable.

onguration mixing [14℄ on

the mass splitting within the antide uplet and de uplet

6. COMPARISON OF CSA RESULTS WITH
THE SIMPLE QUARK MODEL

of baryons, the RRM (the version des ribed in [15℄).
For the de uplet, the data are shown by bla k dots

quarks and antiquarks,

It is possible to

ms = ms, then o

urs (see the

taquark approximation (proje tion of the CSM on the

next se tion).
For the de uplet, the mixing in reases the total
splitting

onsiderably, but an approximate equidis8)

tan y remains!

Mixing with the

omponents of the

f27g-plet is important be ause, for example,  2 f10g

after mixing with  2 f27g moves to a lower value of

quark model). The masses
the

ss pair

pure states (without mixing). Examples of wave fun tions of pentaquarks in the diquarkdiquarkantiquark

6; 17; 18℄):

pi ture given in [16℄ are as follows (see also [

0 2 f10g  [ud℄[ud℄s;

A note regarding the quark model should be made:

qq

pairs

and su h mixing should be taken into a
the

an mix,
ount.

In

diquarkdiquarkantiquark pi ture proposed in

Ref. [16℄, the mixing of pentaquark states with the
ground-state baryon o tet should be in luded be ause
strong intera tions do not preserve the number of
quarkantiquark pairs present in a hadron. This mix-

[ud℄ is a diquark with zero isospin (an antitriplet
SU (3) avors; see also the next se tion). Other

where
in

states

an be obtained, e.g., by a ting with the op-

U that transforms a d-quark into an s-quark
(U d = s) and s
 ! d (U s = d) and with the
 operators. For example,
well-known isotopi I

erator

p
p
N + 2 f10g  [ 2sf[us℄[ud℄g d[ud℄[ud℄℄= 3; : : : ;

ing pushes the pentaquark states towards higher energy
and

hanges the whole pi ture of relative positions of

baryon states. Without this mixing, the diquark pi -

=3=2 2 f10g  [sd℄[sd℄u; : : : ;

ture in [16℄ looks arti ial, whereas within the CSA,
this problem is resolved in a natural way.
We
ussion

m
F,

of

the

ase

of

mK ,

large

values

an also be

of

the

m
D

or

mass

m
 B.

When this mass is large enough, the expansion of

 in (17) annot p
be made, and we instead have
m
 F =M0 = 4m
 F K =N : This linear dependen e
of  and of the avor ex itation energies !F and !
F on
the mass mF , given by (17), is quite reasonable, but it
8)

=+3=2 2 f10g  [su℄[su℄d:

on lude this se tion with the following dis-

whi h, besides

N , the number
ND = (N + 1)=2, in reases,

For larger

of

diquarks,

1

=N .

We also a

N

, a

ording

ept the relation between

e.g., [12℄). We note that the quantity Y
and 2 is by denition Y
pentaquark in this

or-

ss pairs

.

9) The standard assumption is that the baryon number of the
quark is equal to

argument that the

onguration mixing is negligible, is not

9)

For the antide uplet at an arbitrary

hyper harge and strangeness in the form Y
Therefore, the statement made in several papers that the

equal to

and additional

appear in wave fun tions of some states

approximate equidistan y within the de uplet of baryons is an
re t.

ms , ms and the mass mss of

ome into play, as presented in Table 3 for

mass.

states with dierent numbers of

ompare the CSA results with ex-

pe tations from the simple quark model in the pen-

number

892

0

0

=

ud

S

3 (see,

N B=

= + 1. The wave fun tion of the
0 2  f10g  [ ℄ [ ℄ with the

ase is

S

( + 1) 2 of [ ℄ diquarks, et .
N

= +

in Fig. 1 and Tables 1
ud : : : ud s
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= 3) and

Contributions of the strange quark (antiquark) masses (for N

Table 3.

without and with the

al ulation results within the RRM

onguration mixing (respe tively the rst and the se ond lines of numbers [15℄). For ea h value

of strangeness, the states with the largest isospin value are

jf10g; 2; 0i

f10g; 1; 21

ms



jf10g; 0; 1i

f10g; 1; 32

2mss=3

ms + mss=3

2ms

564

655

745

836

600

722

825

847

jf27g; 2; 1i

f27g; 1; 23

ms



onsidered here





jf27g; 0; 2i

f27g; 1; 23

mss=2

ms

2ms

3ms

733

753

772

889

1005

749

887

779

911

jf35g; 2; 2i

f35g; 1; 25

ms



jf35g; 0; 2i

f35g; 1; 23

0

ms

1152

857

1122

853

jf27g; 2; 1i

1048



jf35g; 2; 1i

f35g; 3; 12

2ms

3ms

4ms

971

1084

1197

1311

979

1107

1236

1367

to Fig. 1 and Table 1, any state with strangeness
the isospin

:::

I = (1 S )=2 and its mass is

S has

M (f10g; S; I = (1 S )=2) = M (f10g; S = 1; I = 0)+
(1 S )N
: (29)
+m
 2K
(N + 3)(N + 9)

the

ms(f10g) =

onguration mixing is not in luded:

ms (f10g).

=



This relation looks unrealisti .

s-antiquark within
uplet were equal to that of the s-quark (we

note that if the mass of the
antide

this variant the simplisti

We
the
all

model), then this splitting

would be mu h smaller, just equal to
A natural resolution of this

ms

 130 MeV.

ontradi tion is to allow

Interpretation of this relation in terms of the quark

the masses of the strange quark/antiquark within the

model is not straightforward. Simple relations

antide uplet to be dierent from those within the

obtained from Table 3 for the ee tive

an be

s-quark and an-

ms and ms and from the total splitting
uplet (N = 3)
[2ms ms℄f10g = m
 2K =8;
(30)

de uplet and other multiplets.

tiquark masses
of the antide

It is remarkable that

onguration mixing pushes

the splitting towards the simplisti

quark model, where

ms ,
s-quark mass

the splitting of the antide uplet should be about
be ause

whi h numeri ally equals 272 MeV for the parameters

ms  ms .

in

is about 150 MeV, as in the de uplet, then

a

the strange antiquark within

epted in [15℄ (

number of

 6:31 GeV 1 ).

For an arbitrary

olors, this relation should be rewritten as

[(N + 1)ms
Conguration

 2K N =(N + 9): (300)
2ms℄f10g = m
mixing

de reases

this

quantity

an be obtained, a

For the
ness

to

omponents of the

S  1, the relation

f27g-plet with strange-

M (f27g; S; I = (5 + S )=2) =
= M (f27g; S = 1; I = 2)

(S + 1) N 2 N + 18
2
m
K
(N + 1)(N + 5)(N + 11)

ording to Table 3. If we

assume that the strange quark mass in the antide uplet
is the same as in the de uplet,

f10g should be very light,

with the mass about 3050 MeV.

247 MeV (see Table 3). Relation (30) is the only relation that

f10g

If we assume that the

ms (f10g) = ms (f10g),

then the strange antiquark mass should be negative if

893

(31)
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and for N
= 3, we obtain meff
s (f27g) 
2
 3m K =56  117 MeV, whi h in reases to 135 MeV
when the

onguration mixing is in luded.

From splittings within the
ponents with

f27g-plet between

Y 0  0, we also obtain
[ms ms℄f27g = m
 2 =56;

135, âûï. 5, 2009

 295 MeV;

(35)

whi h is a remarkably large value. Conguration mixom-

ing slightly redu es this quantity to 270 MeV.

(32)

tion about the behavior of the strange antiquark mass

For an arbitrary

K

13
96

[ms℄f35g = m
 2K

holds,

òîì

N

, we

for the antide uplet, the 

an obtain some informa-

f27g-plet, and the  f35g-

whi h is numeri ally equal to 39 MeV [15℄ and redu es

plet if we make some assumption about the

to 30 MeV when the

tion of the strange quark sea, in parti ular, that it is

onguration mixing is in luded.

It is interesting that when the

onguration mixing

is not in luded, then the mass of the strange quarkantiquark pair equals
tide uplet and

mss = (ms + ms)=2 both for the an-

f27g-plet. This relation is in fa t a

on-

sequen e of the Gell-MannOkubo relation. For an arbitrary

N

the same as for the nu leon and the 

1=N

expansion; see Table 1).

RRM, we obtain (with the

[ms℄f10g 

ss pairs are present in simple

[ms℄f27g 

wave fun tions.
onsider the highest (in multipli ity) pen-

taquark. The remarkable property of the

f35g-plet is

[ms℄f35g 

that the lowest-mass state is not the state with the
highest value of hyper harge,

Y 0 = 2,

but the state

in the middle of the multiplet, whi h has

Y 0 = 1,

S = 0, and I = 5=2. In the pentaquark approximation (N = 3), this state ontains neither a strange
quark/antiquark, nor an ss
 pair, and has the numerially smallest strangeness
onsidered here.
mass of the

f35g-plet

As

ss pair does not enter the masses of all the



f35g; S; I = 25 + S2
=M

and hen



 0 are

this

[ms℄f35g 

onne ted



m
 2K
N
m
 2K
N
m
 2K
N



1



1



1



15
;
N

13
;
N

11
;
N

(36)

1



1



1

9
N
7
N
5
N





;
;

(37)

:

N =3

world is not possible. It is also worth noting that the

f35g; S = 0; I = 52

hanges of the ee tive



 114 MeV

s-antiquark mass from the an-

tide uplet to the {35}-plet are equal within the RRM
and the BSM, although the mass itself is smaller in the
RRM, in the next-to-leading order of the

1=N

expan-

sion.
(33)

We summarize our results for the rst two terms of
the

1=N

expansion of the ee tive strange quark and

antiquark masses in Table 4.
plet of baryons do not

(34)

onsidered the ee tive strange quark mass in

ase. Conguration mixing in reases this quantity

The o tet and de u-

ontain valent

mass dieren e between the

ss pairs, and the

omponents is dened en-

tirely by the valent strange quarks.

The mass

ms

is

dened as half the total splitting for the o tet and
1/3 of the total splitting for the de uplet.
A strong dependen e of the

s-antiquark mass on the

S=1

multiplet is required when we proje t the CSA results

an extra t the ee tive strange

on simple quark model: it is presently un lear whether

From the dieren e between the masses of the

S = 0 states, we



It thus follows that numeri al results shown in Table 3

=


S N 2 + 12 11N =3
m
 2K
;
(N 1)(N + 3)(N + 13)
e, for N = 3, the quantity

antiquark mass

m
 2K
N
m
 2K
N
m
 2K
N

although the extrapolation ba k to the real

to 130 MeV (see Table 3).
and

ss

an be understood qualitatively from this expansion,

5
meff
 2K
s (f35g) = m
96
an be

[ms℄f27g 

omponents with the largest isospin values.

by the relation

M

[ms℄f10g 

ontent among all baryons

S

In this way, from the

ontribution of the sea of

and within the BSM

an be seen from Table 3, the

The masses of these states with

oin-

pairs subtra ted)

, the interpretation of formula (31) in terms

We now

-isobar (

iding in the leading and next-to-leading orders of the

of ee tive quark/antiquark masses be omes more dif ult, be ause additional

ontribu-

it is an artefa t of the CSA or is physi ally signi ant.
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First terms of the

Table 4.

multiplets, in units

m
2

K

=N

1=N

Sele ted problems of baryon spe tros opy

(3)

expansion for the ee tive strange quark and antiquark masses within dierent SU

. Empty spa es are left in the

ases of theoreti al un ertainty. The assumption

:::

on erning

the sea of strange quarks/antiquarks, des ribed in the text, should be kept in mind

mRRM
s
mBSM
s
RRM
ms
mBSM
s
The ee t of the
bution of

f8g

f10g

1 8=N

1 11=N

1 2=N

1 5=N

onguration mixing on the

ontri-

ms , ms, and mss to baryon states should be

in luded in a more detailed

f10g

f27g

f35g

1 15=N

1 13=N

1 11=N

1 9=N

1 7=N

1 5=N

reason why

1 is heavier than 0 , and 2 is even heav-

ier.

onsideration.

From the dieren e of the

f27g-plet and antide u-

plet masses, it follows

7. DIQUARKS MASS DIFFERENCE
ESTIMATES
The diquark mass dieren es

an be roughly esti-

mated using results obtained from the CSA. As was
suggested by Wil zek [17℄, the singlet in the spin diquark

3F in avor, is
d0 , and the triplet in the
h is 6F in avor, is alled the

[q1 q2 ℄,

whi h is an antitriplet

alled the good diquark
spin diquark

(q1 q2 ), whi
d1 . Both

bad diquark
antitriplets in

olor.

good and bad diquarks are

As was shown in the pre eding

se tion, the wave fun tion for pentaquarks from the
antide uplet

1
3
 100 MeV:
2 2K
From the f35g-plet and f27g-plet mass dieren
5
1
M (d1 ) M (d0 ) 
 250 MeV:
2 2K

M (d1 ) M (d0 ) 

This result seems to be qualitatively a

(38)
e,

(39)

eptable, in

agreement with previous estimates [17℄ and, e.g., latti e

al ulations [19℄, but this pi ture is too naive. In

parti ular, the intera tion between diquarks may be
important, whi h makes the

2 (J = 5=2) even heav-

ier.

an be written in terms of diquark wave

16; 18℄ as

fun tions [

8. THE RIGID ROTATOR  SOFT ROTATOR
DILEMMA

0 2 f10g  [ud℄[ud℄s; : : : ;
=3=2 2 f10g  [sd℄[sd℄u : : :
It is not possible to build the

f27g- and f35g-plets

from good diquarks only; that the bad diquarks are
needed is well illustrated by these examples of wave
fun tions of positive-strangeness baryons:

01 2 f27g  (dd)[ud℄s; +1 2 f27g  (ud)[ud℄s;
++
1 2 f27g  (uu)[ud℄s; 2 2 f35g  (dd)(dd)s;
02 2 f35g  (ud)(dd)s; : : : ;
+++
2 2 f35g  (uu)(uu)s:

The RRM is a limit

SU (3)

onguration spa e are totally negle ted. In the SRM,
opposite to the RRM, it is supposed that the soliton is
deformed under the inuen e of avor symmetry breaking for es: the stati
a xed value of

.

energy minimization is made at
The dependen e of stati

tersti s of skyrmions on



is taken into a

Stati

hara -

ount in the

quantization pro edure.
hara teristi s of skyrmions depend on

 , the

angle of rotation into the strange dire tion. It is most
important for strange, or kaoni

It seems to be natural to as ribe the dieren e of

K =

the rotation energies for dierent multiplets, given by
the term proportional to

ase of the rotator model when

deformations of skyrmions under rotation in the

K (p; q; IR ) in expression (5),

 (2

to the dieren e of masses of bad and good diquarks.
Be ause the bad diquark is heavier, this is an obvious

895

Z

inertia moments:



1 2
(F
F2 ) 
2 K


2 sin2 f
1
d3 r:
os f ) sin2  + 2 f 0 2 +
e
r2

1
8

(1

os f ) FK2

(40)
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2000
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N

3

the
The

f27g-plets.

4
4
ΛH

and

ir le) with an odd B -number, J

j j = 1 in the upper part of the
S

The

ase of light hypernu lei

as an example.
Y

Not all states are shown for the SRM.

The RRM

I3

I



B

= 1=2; 3=2

3 Y diagram.

b) The same for isodoublet states with even

B

 H and  He is

(J

= 0).

presented

The lower parts of diagrams with

3 are not shown here

E tot, MeV

ode for the SRM used here was provided in [20℄

sin2  .

He

4
Λ He

a) The lo ation of the isos alar state (shown by

Fig. 4.

a double

baryons, the antide uplet and

It is a de reasing fun tion of

b

He

I3

Comparison of the RRM and SRM predi tions

for the masses of exoti

3

H

3
ΛH

1600 +
100
MeV
f10g RRM f10g SRM f27g RRM f27g SRM
Fig. 3.
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120
100

or-

 = 0, the maximal value of the kaoni
K and relatively low values of masses
baryons (, =3=2 ; et .). Within the SRM,

responds to

80

inertia moment
of exoti

the masses of baryons from the antide uplet and the

f27g-plet are

60

onsiderably greater than in the RRM,

mostly due to the smaller value of

K (see Fig. 3).

The

40

truth is somewhere between the RRM and SRM, but
making reasonable

al ulations seems to be unrealisti

presently be ause the properties of baryoni

20

matter are

not known, in parti ular, the response of matter to the

0

avor symmetry breaking for es.

2

9. STRANGE MULTIBARYONS OR
HYPERNUCLEI

4

6

8

10

12

14
A

Total binding energies of light hypernu lei. Tri-

Fig. 5.

angles,

orrespond to experimental data;

ir les, are

the theoreti al results in a version of the BSM applied

The great advantage of the CSA is that multibaryon
states (nu lei, hypernu lei, et .)
on equal footing with the

B = 1

an be
ase.

to multiskyrmions [23℄.

onsidered

The gure is taken from the

se ond referen e in [4℄

The ratio-

nal map approximation proposed in Ref. [21℄ simplies
this work
stati

onsiderably and allows easily

al ulating all

hara teristi s of multiskyrmions ne essary for

the spe trum evaluation. In parti ular, the

B -number

dependen e of the quantities of interest has been established,

I

 B and J  B 2 for B  2030. Some

kind of the bag model for multibaryons

an be ob-

tained with the help of this ansatz, starting with an

quantitative agreement with data [23℄. The

olle tive

motion of the multiskyrmion in the

olle tive

oordinates spa e is taken into a

an be assigned to denite

ant of the bound state model) are presented in Fig. 5,
and a quite satisfa tory qualitative agreement with the
existing data on total binding energies is observed.
For

SU (3) multiplets, as shown

in Fig. 4 for baryon numbers 3 and 4.

In a version

of the BSM, it is possible to des ribe the total binding
energies of light hypernu lei in a qualitative, even semi-

ount. The results of

su h estimates within the rigid os illator model (a vari-

ee tive Lagrangian [22℄.
Ordinary nu lei and hypernu lei (ground states)

SU (3)

B = 2, more detailed investigations have been

performed.

The lowest multiplets of dibaryons are

shown in Fig. 6:

the left gure shows the antide u-

J = 1 dibaryons, the I = 0 deuteron being
the nonstrange state; the right gure shows the J = 0
f27g-plet, the I = 1 nu leonnu leon s attering state

plet of the
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10. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

I3

()
= 2 f10g

More detailed investigations of this issue are ne essary.

( )
()

N

B

states intensively dis ussed in [27℄ and other papers.

( )( )

nn

D

)

B

= 2 f27g
;

; J

()
()
= 0 (1 )
; :::

We

an summarize our dis ussion as follows.

The I3 Y diagram of multiplets of dibaryons,

B

the J

= 1 antide

f27g-plet.

= 1) and the J = 0

world is not possible in this way, and

N )

is a s attering state that ap-

pears as a near-threshold enhan ement

being the upper (nonstrange)

f35g-plet with the N -like nonstrange upper omI = 2) and a f28g-plet with a -like
upper omponent (isospin I = 3). The f28g-plet ontains the state with S =
6 (di-Omega). The f35g-plet
and the f28g-plet are not shown in Fig. 6.
a

Cal ulations of the spe trum of strange dibaryons
were performed [24℄ in the SRM, whi h is more relevant
in the

NN -s

B=2

ase than in the

B=1

ase. When the

attering state was tted to be in the right pla e

(the deuteron binding energy is then about 30 MeV),
all strange and multistrange dibaryons are above the
threshold by few tens of megaele tronvolt, and hen e
an appear as near-threshold enhan ements in s attering

ross se tions of baryons with appropriate quantum

numbers.

These results are in qualitative agreement

with quark model

al ulations [25℄.

oin ide in the rst order of the

harm) have also been predi ted within a

similar approa h [26℄.

expansion, but

Conguration mixing is important, a

ording to

masses within the simple quark model.
Transition to the SRM from the RRM may be

ru-

ial, leading to an in rease in the masses, espe ially for
exoti

states.

There is a

orresponden e between the

hiral soli-

ton RRM and quark model predi tions for pentaquark

S se

spe tra in the negativethe

ee tive

mass

of

tor of

the

f27g- and f35g-plets:

strange

135130 MeV and slightly smaller for
For positive strangeness

quark

is

f35g-plet.

about

omponents, the link be-

tween the CSA and the quark model requires a strong
dependen e of the ee tive

SU (3) multiplet.

The

1=N

s

mass on a parti ular

expansion for the ee tive

strange antiquark mass provides dierent results in the
rotator and bound state models in the next-to-leading
order, but the

hanges in the ee tive mass

ms in pass-

ing from one multiplet to another are the same for the
RRM and BSM. Conguration mixing pushes spe tra
model, whi h is a ni e property,

but the reasons for this are not

lear presently.

Di-

quarks mass dieren e estimates from the CSA seem
to be reasonable.

Rotational ex itations of any state have the additional energy

J (J + 1)
:
(41)
2J
+ have the energy by 2=J
Ex ited states with J = 2
greater than the energy of the J = 1 f10g. The state
with S =
1, I = 1=2, J P = 2+ an be interpreted as

an NN K state with the binding energy about 100 MeV.
For the B = 2 f27g-plet, J = 1 states have the energy
by 1=J  60 MeV greater than J = 0 ground states.
E =

The orbital inertia rapidly in reases with in reasing the baryon (atomi ) number,

1=N

the RRM, and substantially ae ts the ee tive quark

towards the simplisti

Multibaryons with positive strangeness or beauty
(or negative

! 1 may not be valid in the real world.

dier in the next orders.

omponent. There is also

ponent (isospin

N

on lusions made

Rigid (as well as soft) rotator and bound state models

Virtual levels (s attering states) are shown

in bra kets, e.g., (

expansion is large in the

ase of the baryon spe trum, the extrapolation to real

uplet (not to be mixed with

the antide uplet of pentaquarks, B

1=N

The parameter of the

in the limit
Fig. 6.

= 2:

:::

J

 B p , where p is

To

on lude,

we state that

hiral soliton mod-

els, based on few prin iples and ingredients in orporated in an ee tive Lagrangian, allow a qualitative, in
some

ases even a quantitative des ription of various

hra teristi s of baryons and nu lei, from the ordinary

(S = 0) nu

lei to the known hypernu lei. This suggests

that predi tions of pentaquark states, as well as multibaryons with strangeness, are of interest. The existen e
of pentaquarks themself is without any doubt, although
very narrow pentaquarks may not exist.

Wide, even

very wide pentaquarks should exist, and sear hes for
pentaquarks remain a topi al problem.

between 1 and 2. Therefore, the number of rotational

However, problems are en ountered in trying to

states be omes larger for large baryon numbers. Some

proje t the CSA results on quark models: a strong de-

of them

penden e of the strange antiquark mass on the

5

an be interpreted as deeply bound anti-kaon

ÆÝÒÔ, âûï. 5
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good diquarks, whi h is not unique in naive pi ture,
at least.
In view of theoreti al un ertainties, experimental
experiments

at

ru ial importan e. In parti ular,

the

an provide a great

J-PARC

a

elerator (50

10. M. Praszalowi z, in Workshop Skyrmions and
Anomalies, Krakow (1987), p. 112; H. Walliser, Nu l.
Phys. A 548, 649 (1992); D. Diakonov, V. Petrov, and
M. Polyakov, Z. Phys. A 359, 305 (1997); M. Praszalowi z, Phys. Lett. B 575, 234 (2003).

GeV)

han e to shed more light on the

puzzles of baryon spe tros opy.
The author is indebted to H. Walliser and A. Shunderuk for the fruitful

ollaboration.
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